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Most desks/worksurfaces are set to 28.5-29.5” high. Anthropometric data shows that 
individuals who are 6’1 will have a sitting elbow height of 29.5”. Placing a “Desk on Desk” 
solution on top of a standard desk typically results in the keyboard being raised an inch or 
two higher than its normal position due to the thickness of the keyboard platform or 
worksurface that its sitting upon, thus exacerbating already poor typing ergonomics. This 
keyboard height of 30-32” is really only suitable for individuals 6’2” – 6’3” or so, a very small 
segment of the population. 

In an attempt to make the setup more functional, I have had customers add keyboard trays 
to the underside of the desk, thereby providing 5-6” of additional range for accommodating 
proper hand position. Not only does that add upwards of $200-250 to the cost of the overall 
solution, but I have seen firsthand many a desktop begin to bow under the weight of a 
Varidesk-like unit, especially when a keyboard tray has been added.  

Due to the overwhelming data and media coverage of the dangers of sitting and inactivity, 
Varidesk-type standing devices, aka “Desk on Desk” (DoD) solutions, are all the rage. The 
ads on TV and internet, coupled with their perceived low cost and "out of the box, no 
assembly required" packaging have made them quite popular. Advertised as a standing 
solution, research has shown that even while standing, these DoD products do not fit 90-
95% of the population.

Medical research also supports that too much standing isn't healthy either. Consider the 
health issues that plague factory workers, retail sales, pharmacists and bank tellers to name 
a few. Swollen feet & venous insufficiency, varicose veins & leg cramps, low back pain, 
hip/knee/ankle pain are all documented side effects of excessive standing.  Therefore some 
combination of sitting and standing is necessary for minimizing risk of developing some 
form of musculoskeletal disorder (MSD). Varidesk-like devices do not support proper sitting 
ergonomics, and for a myriad of reasons to be explained in this report, they do not provide 
good ergonomics in standing either.

Introduction

Discussion



“DoD” solutions typically have limited sized work areas. Ergotron WorkFit S is 15”x23”, and 
Varidesk seems to be the largest, with some models upward of 48” wide. Below is a table 
summarizing work surface size of the common desk on desk units. Placing all essential items 
atop the workspace leaves little room for anything else and can seem quite cluttered, limiting 
productivity.

Desk on Desk Model Workspace Dimensions (in)

Ergotron Workfit S 23 wide x 15 deep

Ergodesktop Kangaroo 28 wide x 24 deep

Varidesk Pro Plus 48 48 wide x 29.5 deep

Humanscale Quikstand 28 wide x 17 deep

Innovative Winston 30 wide x 22 deep

Ergotron WorkFit T 37.5 wide x 23 deep

Ergotech 41 wide x 25 deep

The lowest position for the Varidesk unit pictured leaves the worktop sitting 4.5” above the 
existing desk. This makes writing and other desk-based activities quite cumbersome while 
in the sitting position for the average user.



The worksurface size of even the largest “DoD” solutions is not conducive to the use 
of reference documents to supplement one’s work tasks. Note the user’s adaptive 
posture as he strains to see the set of architectural plans. I have clients who are 
attorneys, accountants, engineers & architects who have used this type of desk and 
all have complained of this limitation.

Limited desktop space results in poor fitting / overlapping of newer model widescreen 
monitors (24”+) on the smaller Varidesk-like models. Many units now have integrated dual 
monitor holders (or optional in some cases) to help address this limitation. Varidesk in fact 
now sells a dual monitor arm, adding an additional  $195 to the price of the unit.

Remember, the bigger the worksurface, the heavier the unit, meaning multiple 
people needed to install them and the greater the risk of the unit permanently 
bowing the desktop.



To lift the worksurface of units like the Varidesk, the user must reach the side handles, 
depress them, and lift up. Many of the handles are located on the side, nearer the center 
or back of the platform. Due to this handle location, reaching while flexing at the waist is 
required to engage the life mechanism. In my experience, the end-user who wishes to 
stand, often has significant back pain (hence the desire to stand). The position and force 
required to lift these “DoD” units may exacerbate their LBP condition. Some units are 
spring loaded to help offset the weight of the items on the desktop, but depending on 
load capacity it may still require some vertical lifting. Some units are now motorized but 
figure on paying an average of $200 for this added option.

Conversely, the spring-loaded design may require downward force to lower the 
worksurface. Again, depressing the handles to release the mechanism, then push down as 
pictured.



Perhaps the most troubling design flaw with the original “DoD” units was that placing 
the unit at the height that the hands at the proper ergonomic position for keyboard 
use, typically resulted in the monitors being in the wrong position. Long term use of 
this posture may result in headaches, neck pain, shoulder tension etc due to cervical 
flexion. Many units’ design has since been corrected with a lower keyboard surface, 
but single surface units still exist, so “buyer beware”.

Use of a laptop on these units puts the user is an even worse position for developing 
neck, shoulder and upper thoracic spine discomfort.



In the upmost position, the worksurface of Varidesk pictured extends beyond the front 
of the desk, forcing the end-user to stand further away from their desk.

With limited space on the Varidesk worksurface, frequently used items such as the 
telephone fall outside the primary reach zone, thereby creating potential hazards.



Ergotron Workfit S Innovative Winston

Ergodesktop Kangaroo Humanscale Quickstand

“DoD” units as pictured above either require being clamped to the desktop or provide a 
very heavy stabilizing foot. These units tend to be very bouncy for typing due to their 
cantilevered worksurfaces. Customers of mine who have purchased these have complained 
about the tall profile, and how they stick out above the panel systems, destroying the 
esthetic of the office furniture / cube design.



Varidesk has 11 distinct points at which the worksurface can be set, anywhere from 5” 
above the desk to 16” above the desk. The user must insure that the pin fully inserts 
into the desired hole or risk the unit slipping down into the next setting.

While there are many safeguards to prevent serious injury while using Varidesk-type 
lift mechanisms, one can only speculate what would happen if the lift mechanism 
were to fail or the pin did not fully insert at the desired setting.

Conclusion

A multitude of “Desk on Desk - DoD” units have entered the marketplace despite poor 
sitting and standing ergonomic design for 90-95% of the population. Units are 
advertised as a “cost-effective” means of providing a standing solution. Standing all 
day is not deemed a healthy alternative either. Frequent postural change is 
recommended.

Depending on the unit purchased, the reality is that you may also need to factor in 
additional costs such as a monitor arm and a keyboard tray to make it truly 
ergonomic. A $395 advertised price may quickly approach $800 as a result.

Additional costs such as desk reinforcement to prevent bowing, 2 laborers to lift unit 
into place / install / and perform IT function wire management may also be necessary 
and factored into the total implementation costs.



Beside poor positional ergonomics, limitations of “Desk on Desk” Solutions may also 
include:

•Taking up entire desk footprint and usable space.
•Forcing user further away from the desk space.
•Inability to place reference documents on provided desktop
•Compromising office esthetics
•Injury risk due to lifting and lowering weighted desktops.

For a more scientific treatment of the ergonomic issues, consider additional reading:

https://rmi.prep.colostate.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2016/05/Height-Adjustable-
Platforms.pdf

Conclusion cont’d

https://rmi.prep.colostate.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2016/05/Height-Adjustable-Platforms.pdf

